February 15, 2022
VIA USPS DELIVERY
«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Street»
«City», «State» «Zip»
Re: Notification of Adelphia Gateway’s Aerial Monitoring and Preparations for Operations
Dear «First_Name» «Last_Name»:
On behalf of Adelphia Gateway, LLC. I am writing to update you on the Adelphia Gateway, LLC’s project
progression* in your area. As construction nears completion at most sites in the South Zone of the
pipeline right-of-way, the project will move into the next phase to prepare the pipeline for the
transportation of natural gas.
Before a pipeline is converted to natural gas transportation, it is rigorously tested and inspected to ensure
it meets industry and regulatory requirements set by the U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. In the next few weeks, Adelphia Gateway will conduct
multiple on-site ground assessments, as well as aerial monitoring. You may notice a helicopter flying at
low altitudes along the project right-of-way to confirm the integrity of the pipeline.
At Adelphia Gateway, the safety of our employees and the community is our top priority. We are
committed to maintaining the quality and integrity of the pipeline. For more information about Adelphia
Gateway’s construction, operations and maintenance activities, please visit our website
AdelphiaGateway.com/pipeline-safety/construction-operations-and-maintenance/
Please know every effort is being made to mitigate and minimize these temporary impacts to the
surrounding area as the pipeline is placed into service. Thank you for your continued patience and
understanding.
Should you have any questions regarding this work or the Adelphia Gateway project, please contact our
hotline at 1-800-483-3179. If you believe you have an emergency, please call 911 or 1-800-747-3375 for
24/7 response.
Best Regards,
Ginger P. Richman

President
*This work is associated with the Adelphia Gateway Project for which the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issued an
order in Docket Nos. CP18-46-000 and -001 on December 20, 2019 authorizing Adelphia Gateway, LLC to acquire, construct,
and operate certain pipeline facilities and for related authorizations (Adelphia Gateway, LLC, 169 FERC ¶ 61,220 (2019)).

